
SOLVING 
COVERAGE ISSUES
JUST GOT EASIER

ArmadaCare Solutions In Action
At ArmadaCare, we design employer-sponsored 
health insurance benefits that complement 
primary health plans. Our solutions deliver:

Coverage for routine and unexpected 
healthcare expenses 

Valuable health, well-being and 
productivity support services

Feel-good convenience features and 
educational touch-points to make it 
easy to use our plans 

People-first service and friendly 
guidance for our clients and members

Why Choose ArmadaCare?
Our passion for better benefits keeps us focused on innovation, 
compliance and world-class service. Our solutions offer:

Financial Advantages: Because they are not subject  to 
payroll taxes, ArmadaCare’s plans offer more value than  
other taxable incentives.*

Carve-Out Coverage: Deliver the right benefits to the right 
people by leveraging the primary health plan and our 
unique supplemental health insurance plans together.

Retain and Recruit: ArmadaCare’s plans can help build 
the flexibility employers need to tailor benefit packages 
to meet generational needs, provide flexibility and boost 
coverage in a more targeted way.

Flexibility to Adapt: Coverage has the flexibility to be 
there when needed, without disease or event limitations.

THE RIGHT BENEFITS BALANCE
By layering your clients’ coverage with any of ArmadaCare's innovative solutions, you can  
help them create the unique benefits structure that’s ideal for them and their employees.

ArmadaCare offers a fleet of 
uncommon solutions for real 

workforce problems, making it 
easy to create streamlined and 

flexible health benefits packages.

Each ArmadaCare product 
combines the value of health 

insurance coverage with health 
support services, easy claim filing 
and unparalleled member service.

Employers can pick and choose 
what works best for their needs 
and budgetary goals, whether 

that's one ArmadaCare solution 
or a combination. 

* This is not local, state or federal tax advice as each person and company is unique. It is recommended that you seek the independent  
   counsel of a professional tax adviser. 

**Minimum enrollment applies. Please ask about state availability.

ArmadaCare’s supplemental health insurance policies are underwritten by Sirius America Insurance Company and Transamerica Premier 
Life Insurance Company. Insurance plans and coverages vary by state. Please contact us to confirm state availability.
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